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ABSTRACT: Chemical toxicity is conventionally evaluated in
animal models. However, animal models are resource
intensive; moreover, they face ethical and scientiﬁc challenges
because the outcomes obtained by animal testing may not
correlate with human responses. To develop an alternative
method for assessing chemical toxicity, we investigated the
feasibility of using chemical-induced genome-wide expression
changes in cultured human cells to predict the potential of a
chemical to cause speciﬁc organ injuries in humans. We ﬁrst
created signatures of chemical-induced gene expression in a
vertebral-cancer of the prostate cell line for ∼15,000 chemicals
tested in the US National Institutes of Health Library of Integrated Network-Based Cellular Signatures program. We then used
the signatures to create naı̈ve Bayesian prediction models for chemical-induced human liver cholestasis, interstitial nephritis, and
long QT syndrome. Detailed cross-validation analyses indicated that the models were robust with respect to false positives and
false negatives in the samples we used to train the models and could predict the likelihood that chemicals would cause speciﬁc
organ injuries. In addition, we performed a literature search for drugs and dietary supplements, not formally categorized as
causing organ injuries in humans but predicted by our models to be most likely to do so. We found a high percentage of these
compounds associated with case reports of relevant organ injuries, lending support to the idea that in vitro cell-based experiments
can be used to predict the toxic potential of chemicals. We believe that this approach, combined with a robust technique to
model human exposure to chemicals, may serve as a promising alternative to animal-based chemical toxicity assessment.

1. INTRODUCTION
As new chemical synthesis and manufacturing technologies
rapidly advance, industrial applications and household products
employ an increasing number of new chemicals in higher
quantities. To reduce the risk of exposure to toxic chemicals,
the European Union enacted legislations on the Registration,
Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of CHemical
Substances (REACH) to ensure that chemicals do not
adversely aﬀect human health or the environment.1 Other
countries, including the U.S., have also implemented similar
regulations.2 However, toxicity information is currently
available for only a small fraction of the chemicals currently
on the market. A major reason for this is that conventional
animal toxicity studies are resource intensive. They are also
subject to both ethical and scientiﬁc challenges because the
results may not be relevant to human health.3 Thus, there is a
need for alternative methods, including in vitro and in silico
models, to ﬁll the gap.2,4
In concert with the rapid advances in genomic technology,
the cost of assessing genome-wide expression changes due to
chemical exposure has markedly decreased. Many in vitro
toxicogenomic assays have been developed and evaluated as
alternatives to animal models for safety assessment.5 In
addition, as large toxicogenomic data sets have become publicly
© 2016 American Chemical Society

available, many researchers have investigated transcriptional
signatures (e.g., coregulated genes) that correlate with speciﬁc
toxicity end points6−9 and developed prediction models based
on chemical-induced gene expression changes and machine
learning algorithms.10−12 However, most of these studies have
used small data sets, with the number of chemical compounds
ranging from a few tens to less than 200. In addition, most
studies have investigated the correlation between chemicalinduced gene expression features and animal toxicity.
In this article, we report the feasibility of using chemicalinduced genome-wide expression changes in cultured human
cells to predict the potential of chemicals to cause speciﬁc
organ injuries in humans. We hypothesized that if two
chemicals cause similar genome-wide expression changes in a
model cell line, they have the potential to induce similar human
responses. This conjecture was the basis of a recent drug
repurposing approach, which identiﬁed the previously unknown
potential of existing drugs to treat some rare diseases of unmet
medical needs.13,14 Therefore, we reasoned that it might also be
valid for chemical toxicity in humans because both desirable
therapeutic eﬀects and undesirable toxicities are chemicalReceived: August 24, 2016
Published: October 21, 2016
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Training a prediction model for chemical toxicity requires both
toxic compounds as positive samples and nontoxic compounds as
negative samples. An even more daunting task is collecting a large set
of nontoxic compounds. A drug can be classiﬁed as causing an organ
injury based on case reports of treated patients developing a liver,
kidney, or heart condition, but the absence of case reports does not
allow us to positively conclude that it does not cause injury. Hence, in
a strict sense, there are no true negative samples. To overcome this
issue, we decided to compare and contrast drugs that cause a speciﬁc
organ injury (positives) with all other compounds that possess VCaPderived signatures. We denote the latter as baseline compounds to
acknowledge that they may include untested or unrecognized positive
samples. Thus, we trained our prediction models on a class of positive
compounds and a class of baseline compounds. We hypothesized that
the number of baseline compounds not recognized as being toxic to a
speciﬁc human organ should be a small fraction of the total number
(∼15,000) of baseline compounds. If so, then to the extent that our
prediction model is based on the genomic features of a group of
positive compounds distinct from those of a group of baseline
compounds, the impact of any misclassiﬁed compounds should be
minimized. As described below, this is precisely what is achieved by
our statistical method for correlating chemical signatures with speciﬁc
organ injuries in humans.
2.3. Statistical Method for Models to Predict ChemicalInduced Organ Injuries in Humans. We used the Laplaciancorrected Bayesian method of Xia et al.24 to associate chemical
signatures with organ damage. Figure 1 illustrates a collection of

induced eﬀects in humans. To test the hypothesis, we created
chemical-induced gene expression signatures for a large number
of compounds and investigated the correlations between the
signatures and speciﬁc types of human toxicity.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Source of Chemical-Induced Gene Expression Data. A
major challenge in this study was obtaining consistently generated
high-quality data sets that encompass chemical-induced gene
expression data for a large number of compounds. This remains
prohibitively expensive despite the rapid advances in genomic
technologies that have greatly reduced the cost of transcriptome
studies. To overcome this issue, the Broad Institute of MIT developed
a new technology that monitors expression levels of ∼1,000 selected
landmark genes from the human genome.15 Expression levels of the
remaining genes in the human genome can be inferred from these
landmark genes. Such an approach makes it economically feasible to
acquire data for tens of thousands of compounds with multiple
replicates. As part of a U.S. National Institutes of Health Library of
Integrated Network-based Cellular Signatures (LINCS) program
(http://www.lincsproject.org/), the Broad Institute has used this
technology to generate gene expression data for multiple human cell
lines subjected to treatment by thousands of chemicals.
In the present study, we used data downloaded from the LINCS
Cloud server (http://www.lincscloud.org/) in December 2014. The
bulk of the LINCS transcriptome data was acquired from six cancer
cell lines: A375 (human malignant melanoma), A549 (human lung
adenocarcinoma), MCF7 (breast cancer), PC3 (prostate cancer),
VCaP (prostate cancer cells derived from metastatic site), and HT29
(human colorectal adenocarcinoma). The number of data sets for
these cell lines ranges from 10,913 for HT29 to 15,852 for VCaP,
where each data set corresponds to a chemical treatment. We focused
on the VCaP data sets because these contained the largest number of
treatments and replicates.
To examine the feasibility of using chemical-induced gene
expression in VCaP cells to predict chemical-induced organ injuries
in humans, we ﬁrst created a string consisting of 0s and 1s to represent
the changes in gene expression caused by a chemical treatment. The
response of each landmark gene is represented by the combination
values at two adjacent positions in the string, one of which represents
up-regulation of the gene and the other its down-regulation, as caused
by a chemical treatment. If a chemical does not signiﬁcantly alter the
expression level of a landmark gene, a 0 is assigned to both positions.
On the other hand, if a chemical causes signiﬁcant up- or downregulation of a gene, then a 1 is assigned to the corresponding position
and a 0 to the other. Thus, we used a string of 0s and 1s to represent
the gene expression signature associated with a chemical treatment.
We refer to this string as the chemical genomic signature of the cell
line.
2.2. Source of Data on Chemical-Induced Organ Injuries in
Humans. To examine the feasibility of predicting speciﬁc organ
injuries caused by exposure to a chemical, we need a large data set of
chemical-induced organ injuries in humans. Although a wealth of
detailed histopathological data from animal studies of chemical
exposure exists,16,17 comparable data on chemical-induced organ
injuries in humans are scarce and usually associated with many
confounding factors that make it challenging to unambiguously
attribute an organ injury to a speciﬁc chemical.
To circumvent this limitation, we decided to use drugs that have
been marketed for an extended period and positively identiﬁed as
inducing organ injuries in humans. We searched databases of adverse
drug reactions and identiﬁed 35 drugs that induce cholestasis (liver
injury) from the Sider18 and Oﬀside databases;19 106 drugs reported
to cause interstitial nephritis of the kidney (kidney injury);20 and 65
drugs with a moderate to high risk of inducing long QT syndrome
(heart injury) that may lead to cardiac arrest.21−23 However, not all of
these drugs were part of the chemical set tested in all cell lines of the
LINCS program; hence, we selected only those drugs tested in VCaP
cells as positive samples for causing liver, kidney, and heart injuries.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the chemical genomic signatures of
N compounds, of which M cause an organ injury in humans. We used
two positions to encode the chemical-induced up- or down-regulation
of each landmark gene. If a chemical did not signiﬁcantly change the
expression level of a gene, a 0 was assigned to both positions. If a
chemical signiﬁcantly up- or down-regulated the expression level of a
gene, a 1 was assigned to one of the corresponding positions of the
chemical signature. In this illustration, f4 = 1 encodes the downregulation of gene 2; A4 denotes the count of toxic compounds with f4
= 1; and B4 is the count of all compounds with f4 = 1.
chemical signatures, where we designate M as the number of positive
compounds that cause a speciﬁc organ injury out of a total of N
chemicals. The number of compounds with 1 at the i-th position of
their signatures ( f i = 1) in the positive class is denoted by Ai, and that
with f i = 1 among all compounds is denoted by Bi. To predict an organ
injury from a chemical signature, we need to estimate the conditional
probability that a chemical is positive given f i = 1, i.e., p(+|f i = 1).
Bayes theorem gives

p(+|fi = 1) =

P(+ ) × p(fi = 1|+ )
p(fi = 1)

=

M
N

×
Bi
N

Ai
M

=

Ai
Bi

(1)

where P(+) is the prior probability that a chemical is positive, p( f i = 1|
+ ) is the conditional probability that f i = 1 for the positive class, and
p( f i = 1) is the probability that f i = 1 for all compounds. In most cases,
eq 1 provides a reasonable estimate of p(+|f i = 1). However, under
conditions of severe under-sampling, such as when Bi = Ai = 1, then
p(+|f i = 1) = 1.0; that is, the method provides an overly optimistic
probability estimate. To correct for the eﬀect of under-sampling, we
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add K virtual compounds with f i = 1 in their signatures. A reasonable
estimate of the number of positive virtual drugs is then given by K ×
P(+). Thus, the corrected probability is as follows:

pc (+|fi = 1) =

Ai + [K × P(+ )]
Bi + K

because the compounds were used as in-plate controls and
repeatedly tested together with other samples.
Figure 3 shows a histogram of the chemical concentrations
used. Most compounds were tested at around 5 and 10 μM,
and only a small number were tested over a wider
concentration range.

(2)

This correction ensures that as Bi → 0 and Ai → 0, p(+| f i = 1)
approaches the prior probability P(+). When K is set to 1/P(+), the
adjustment corresponds to the Laplacian correction.25
Following Xia et al.,24 we deﬁned weight wi to represent the
contribution of the i-th feature in a chemical signature to an organ
injury, as follows:

⎛ p (+|f = 1) ⎞
i
⎟⎟
wi = log⎜⎜ c
P( + ) ⎠
⎝

(3)

Once the wi values of all features in the chemical signatures have
been determined from a training set consisting of positive and baseline
compounds, the potential of a new chemical to cause an organ injury
in humans can be estimated by a toxicity score deﬁned as
n

score =

∑ wi × fi
i=1

Figure 3. Histogram of data sets extracted from LINCS VCaP data
showing that most compounds were tested at concentrations of 5−6
and 10−12 μM.

(4)

where f i equals 1 or 0, depending on whether a landmark gene is either
up-/down-regulated or shows no signiﬁcant change, respectively, upon
exposure to the chemical. The higher the score of a compound, the
higher is its potential to cause injury.

3.1.2. Importance of Replicates. The importance of
replicates to ensure the statistical reliability of a biological
discovery is well recognized.26 However, because genomic
technologies are still expensive, most studies using microarray
or next-generation sequencing techniques only employ a
limited number of replicates. For instance, in the LINCS
program, most gene expression data were acquired with three
replicates for each condition (chemical dose and treatment
duration). In contrast, a large number of replicates are available
for selected compounds used as in-plate controls. These data
sets oﬀer an opportunity to examine the impact of replicates on
the identiﬁcation of activated genes. For this purpose, we used
compounds with more than 100 replicates for any treatment
condition. We started with the z-values of the landmark genes
provided in the LINCS data, which were calculated by
comparing the expression level of a gene in response to a
chemical treatment with expression levels of the same gene in
response to all other chemical treatments. To create a chemical
signature for a compound, we used the median z-value of a
gene in all replicates as the z-value of the gene. We then used a
z-value cutoﬀ of ±2.0 to classify whether a gene was up- or
down-regulated by a chemical treatment. That is, if the median
z-value was 2.0 or higher, we considered the gene as upregulated, and the corresponding position in the chemical
signature of the compound was assigned a value of 1. Likewise,
if the median z-value was −2.0 or lower, the gene was
considered down-regulated, and the corresponding position of
the chemical signature was assigned a value of 1. If a gene had a
median z-value between −2.0 and 2.0, its expression level was
considered unperturbed by the chemical treatment; therefore,
the corresponding positions in the chemical signature were
assigned a value of 0. We created chemical signatures for all
compounds with 100 or more replicates, using all of the
replicates. We considered these signatures to be statistically
more robust than those generated from fewer replicates.
To examine the impact of the number of replicates in a study,
we regenerated a series of chemical signatures by using
randomly selected replicates whose numbers ranged from 3,
6, 9, etc., up to 60. For each chosen number of replicates, we
regenerated the signature 50 times with randomly selected data

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Creating Chemical Signatures. 3.1.1. Overview of
LINCS VCaP Data. The VCaP data downloaded from the
LINCS cloud server in December 2014 contained 120,358 data
sets generated from 15,820 chemical treatments of VCaP cells
at concentrations between 0 and 178 μM. There were three
treatment durations: 6, 24, and 48 h. The number of data sets
for treatment durations of 6 and 24 h were 55,986 and 64,154,
respectively. Because the number of available data sets for 48-h
treatment was small (218 data sets), we excluded them from
this study.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the number of data sets for
the compounds tested. Most compounds were associated with
ﬁve or six data sets, typically derived from testing three
replicates for two treatment durations (6 and 24 h) for a total
of six data sets, with the occasional quality control failure
resulting in one fewer data set. For a small fraction of the
compounds, the number of data sets was extremely high

Figure 2. Histogram of the number of treatments applied to VCaP
cells for each chemical (of 15,280 treatments extracted from LINCS
VCaP data) showing that most compounds were tested ﬁve or six
times.
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sets. The results showed that for most chemicals, signatures
generated from a small number of replicates have more
activated genes and that the number of activated genes is highly
variable. By increasing the number of replicates used, the
average number of activated genes decreases and approaches
the number of activated genes generated from all replicates.
Figure 4 shows the number of activated genes for
wortmannin (BRD-A75409952) and geldanamycin (BRD-

Figure 5. Gene signature similarity as a function of the number of
replicates. Tanimoto similarity between chemical genomic signatures
generated from a small number of replicates and those generated from
all available replicates.

where a ∩ b denotes the number of commonly activated genes
activated in signatures a and b, and a ∪ b denotes the total
number of activated genes. The value of TS ranges from 0,
which indicates no common genes activated in the two
signatures, to 1, which indicates two identical signatures. Figure
5 shows that even with as many as 60 replicates, the generated
signatures had a Tanimoto similarity of only ∼0.8 to the
signatures derived from all replicates. For both compounds, the
Tanimoto similarity between signatures generated from nine
replicates and those generated from all replicates was lower
than 0.4. This is commensurate with a high degree of noise in
high-throughput genomic data and associated risk of false
discoveries when an insuﬃcient number of biological replicates
are used. However, using 10 or more replicates is prohibitively
expensive for most studies that employ a large number
compounds.
3.1.3. Creating Chemical Genomic Signatures. To partially
alleviate the problem of insuﬃcient replicates, we pooled the
data from all treatments within the concentration range of 4−
12 μM and treatment durations between 6 and 24 h. We used
the median z-values of these data sets as the z-values of the
genes to generate chemical signatures. When we set the z-value
cutoﬀ to ±2.0, the signatures of some chemicals were devoid of
any activated genes (populated by 0s only), whereas those of
other chemicals included over 500 (more than 50%) activated
landmark genes. Because the chemicals were directly applied to
the cells in the in vitro experiment, the null outcome of having
no diﬀerentially expressed genes is biologically implausible. The
approach of using a ﬁxed z-value threshold may appear to
introduce artifacts in determining the genes that respond
signiﬁcantly to chemical treatments. This issue can be
addressed by means of ranking methods. For instance, a ﬁxed
number of genes with the highest z-values can be selected as the
set of activated genes (e.g., considering the top 250 up- and
down-regulated genes27).

Figure 4. Number of activated genes as a function of replicates.
Wortmannin and geldanamycin have 164 and 160 replicates,
respectively, for VCaP cells treated at 10 μM for 6 h. The numbers
of activated genes identiﬁed from all replicates were 12 and 25,
respectively. The average number of activated genes identiﬁed from
fewer replicates was higher and more variable, suggesting that data
obtained with an insuﬃcient number of replicates may contain a
considerable number of false positives.

A19500257) as representative examples. Wortmannin and
geldanamycin were associated with 164 and 160 replicates,
respectively, under the treatment condition of 10 μM for 6 h.
The numbers of activated genes in signatures generated using
all replicates were 12 and 25 for wortmannin and geldanamycin,
respectively. However, when using three replicates, the
corresponding numbers on average increased to 45 and 103,
with a high degree of variability. The value of repeated
measurements is clear, given that the number of activated genes
and its variability decreased as the number of replicates
included in the analysis increased. Even when using nine
replicates, the average number of activated genes was still at
least twice that derived from all replicates. This indicates that
even when using ∼10 replicates, more than half of the
discoveries could be false positives.
Figure 5 shows another measure that demonstrates the
importance of the number of replicates. Here, we compared the
similarity of signatures generated from a limited number of
replicates to those generated from all replicates. Similarity was
measured by the Tanimoto similarity, which is deﬁned as

TS =

a∩b
a∪b

(5)
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3.2. Developing Models to Predict Organ Injury in
Humans from Chemical Genomic Signatures. 3.2.1. Performance of Models as a Function of Positive Sample Size in
Training Set. As described above (see Materials and Methods),
we identiﬁed 35 LiverTox, 106 KidneyTox, and 65 HeartTox
drugs, although some of these were not tested in VCap cells.
We created chemical genomic signatures based on unique
LINCS compound IDs, resulting in 19 VCaP-based chemical
genomic signatures of 15 unique LiverTox drugs, 83 signatures
of 71 unique KidneyTox drugs, and 46 signatures of 38 unique
HeartTox drugs. The drug names and their LINCS chemical
IDs are given in Table S1 (see Supporting Information).
We ﬁrst examined the similarity between genomic signatures
of diﬀerent samples of the same drug. For instance, both
erythromycin and cyclosporin-a are associated with four distinct
LINCS compound IDs, and samples identiﬁed by these IDs
have been tested in the VCaP cell line. Table 2 shows the
Tanimoto similarities, which range from 0.01 to 0.24 between
the chemical genomic signatures of diﬀerent samples of the
same drugs. The low values were comparable to those expected
between diﬀerent compoundsan observation that highlights
potential lot-eﬀects or insuﬃcient biological replicates. Because
we could not disentangle these eﬀects with the current data, we
decided to treat signatures of the same drug as signatures of
diﬀerent compounds. We used the signatures of these drugs
and the other chemicals to build and evaluate models of
chemical-induced organ injuries in humans.
To examine the performance of these toxicity prediction
models, we separated the baseline compounds randomly into
two equal-sized baseline data sets, one in the training set and
the other in the test set. We also randomly separated “positive”
drugs known to cause organ injury into positive training and
test sets. We varied the size of the positive test set from one
positive compound to 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of the
compounds being positive. This correspondingly determined
the size of the positive training set as one less the number of
positive compounds (i.e., LOO), and 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, and
50% of the compounds being positive. We trained a Bayesian
model on each training set and assessed model quality, as
measured by the AUC, using the corresponding test set. To
ensure that the results were statistically reliable, we repeatedly
trained and evaluated the model 500 times for each training set
composition. Each of the 500 models was built from a diﬀerent,
randomly selected subset of the training compounds matching
the criteria of the composition, and the remaining compounds
(the test set) were used to calculate the AUC. We then
calculated the mean and standard deviation of the AUC.
Figure 7 shows the results for the LiverTox, HeartTox, and
KidneyTox models. The best performance was achieved using
the LOO training set (i.e., one positive compound left out of
the model training and used as the positive sample for
performance assessment). Reducing the size of the positive
training set successively caused model performance to
deteriorate. Because the size of the baseline set remained
constant, the number of positive samples in the training set was
a crucial factor in determining model quality. Hence, for the
LiverTox model, which included the fewest compounds (19),
the AUC was also the lowest among the toxicity models; for the
KidneyTox model, which included the most compounds (83),
the AUC was also the highest among the three toxicity models.
A major reason why increasing positive samples improves
model performance is that the training data are highly
unbalanced. That is, the ratio of samples in the two classes is

Here, we adopted the top n-gene approach and explored the
optimal n-value for signature generation. As a criterion to gauge
whether parameter selection was optimal, we assessed the
extent to which the selected top n signatures could be used to
develop prediction models for compounds known to disrupt
speciﬁc molecular pathways. We used the therapeutic target
database (TTD)28 to identify molecular targets with the highest
number of ligands tested in the VCaP data. Table 1 shows the
top 10 molecular targets, with the number of inhibitors for each
target ranging from 10 to 32 drugs.
Table 1. Summary of Molecular Targets and Numbers of
Their Antagonistsa Used in This Study to Find Optimal nValue for Creating Top n-Chemical Genomic Signatures by
Using LINCS VCaP Data
molecular target

HUGO
ID

number of
antagonists

dopamine receptor
histamine receptor
type II topoisomerase
histone deacetylase 1
epidermal growth factor receptor
vascular endothelial growth factor receptor
γ-aminobutyric acid receptor
cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1 receptor
cytochrome c oxidase subunit 2 receptor
5-hydroxytryptamine receptor subtype 1a

D2
H1
TOPO2
HDAC1
EGFR
VEGFR
GABAa
COX-1
COX-2
5HT1a

24
29
19
13
17
16
16
20
32
10

a

On the basis of data retrieved from the Therapeutic Target Database
(TTD).

Using the LINCS VCaP data, we created chemical signatures
for all compounds in Table 1 by considering the top 10, top 20,
etc., up to the top 100 up- and down-regulated genes. We then
trained Laplacian-corrected Bayesian models (see Materials and
Methods) for each of the targets by using signatures derived
from the top n-genes. We assessed the performance of the
models in enriching ligands to the respective targets by using
the areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves
(AUCs) calculated from leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation.29 We evaluated the speciﬁcity of the models by their
AUCs for enriching the ligands of other targets (oﬀ-target
ligands). AUC values range from 0.5, which indicates a random
model without any predictive power, to 1.0, which reﬂects a
model that correctly separates all positives from other samples.
Overall, a good model should have relatively high AUCs for
ligands of its own target and low AUCs for oﬀ-target ligands.
Figure 6 shows the AUCs of the models for ligands of their
targets (white cells on the diagonal) and AUCs for oﬀ-target
predictions (colored oﬀ-diagonal cells). The cells in the tables
are colored according to diﬀerences between the AUC values
for predicting known targets and those for mis-predicting oﬀtargets as true targets. The greater the number of green cells,
the better is the prediction model and the higher the quality of
the signatures used to build the models. Figure 6 shows that the
number of green cells was lowest for models built on signatures
consisting of the top 10 up- and down-regulated genes. By
increasing the value of n, the models performed increasingly
better, as indicated by the steady increase in the number of
green cells. Performance was optimal around n = 50 and started
to deteriorate around n = 70. Hence, we selected n = 50 as the
threshold value to create signatures for all of the chemicals
tested in VCaP cells.
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Figure 6. Inﬂuence of top n-signatures on model performance. We used target and oﬀ-target AUC values of 10 protein ligand models developed
from chemical genomic signatures with diﬀerent n-values to determine the optimal number of top up- and down-regulated genes to generate
chemical genomic signatures.

Table 2. Tanimoto Similaritya between Chemical Genomic
Signatures of Diﬀerent Samples of the Same Compounds
erythromycin
BRDA44827100
BRDK39746403
BRDK51677086
BRDK63550407
cyclosporin-a
BRDA38030642
BRDA64290322
BRDA69815203
BRDK13533483

BRDA44827100

BRDK39746403

BRDK51677086

BRDK63550407

1

0.02

0.05

0.03

0.02

1

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.01

1

0.06

0.03

0.02

0.06

1

BRDA38030642

BRDA64290322

BRDA69815203

BRDK13533483

1

0.22

0.23

0.23

0.22

1

0.24

0.18

0.23

0.24

1

0.24

0.23

0.18

0.24

1

Figure 7. Average AUC values of 500 runs for human organ injury
prediction models with randomly selected training and test set
samples. Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation. Model
performance deteriorates as the number of positive samples in the
training set decreases.

strategies, including stratiﬁed bagging, were developed to
improve the performance on unbalanced data sets.30 Interestingly, the results presented in Figure 7 show that even without
using such strategies, the method we used here handles highly
unbalanced data sets reasonably well. We will investigate in a
future study whether such strategies improve the performance
of our method and if so, to what extent.

a

Tanimoto similarity is 0 when two signatures share no activated genes
and 1 when they are identical.

far from 1:1. All machine-learning methods suﬀer from highly
unbalanced data, and most fail on data sets with a few tens of
samples in one class and thousands in the other. Some
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3.2.2. Impact of False Positives on Model Performance.
The information on human organ toxicity came from adverse
drug reaction reports in which the reporting threshold was
relatively low. This suggests that the chance occurrence of false
positives in the data set is non-negligible. If so, a practical
model should to be able to handle false positives in the training
set without signiﬁcant reductions in performance.
To examine the impact of false positives on model
performance, we retrained the models as described above but
moved 10 compounds from the baseline training set to the
positive training set and used them as putative false positives.
This constitutes a high proportion of false positives relative to
true positives in the data set because the total number of livertoxic signatures is only 19. Figure 8 shows the performance of

those of the false positives did not. Consequently, the false
positives had little eﬀect on the weights of the genes in eq 4.
3.2.3. Impact of False Negatives on Model Performance.
The human organ toxicity of most compounds in the baseline
data set is unknown. As such, some of these may cause human
organ injuries. Models that predict toxicity, therefore, must be
able to handle false negatives in the training set as well.
Although many positives in the training set are needed to
develop prediction models, the number of positive compounds
with organ-speciﬁc toxicities is limited. This makes it
challenging to develop a sound experimental design to examine
the impact of false negatives on model performance. Such a
design requires a reasonable number of positives used as false
negatives, a reasonable number of positives used as test set
positives, and a suﬃcient number of positives in the training set
to draw statistically reliable conclusions.
To address these limitations, we ﬁrst trained models that
used a training set consisting of 70% positives. We then
calculated the AUCs by using 50% of the left-out positive
samples as test set positives. The mean AUCs of 500 runs with
randomly selected positive and baseline compounds in each
data set were considered as the AUCs of models without false
negatives. We then trained another model with a training set
consisting of 70% positives and moved 50% of the left-out
positives to the baseline training set as false negatives. The
AUCs were then calculated by using the remaining half of the
left-out positives as the test set. As Figure 9 shows, false
negatives did not impact model performance.

Figure 9. Performance of human organ injury prediction models
trained with and without false negative samples. Bar heights indicate
mean AUC values of 500 runs with randomly selected training and test
set samples. Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation.

3.2.4. Chemical Genomic Signature-Based Models for
Speciﬁc Organ Injury in Humans. To test whether the models
predict general toxicity or speciﬁc organ toxicity, we
constructed LiverTox, HeartTox, and KidneyTox models and
calculated the AUC of each model by using LOO crossvalidation. To examine the speciﬁcity of the LiverTox model,
we calculated the AUC by using heart- and kidney-toxic
compounds as positives. We repeated the same exercise, using
the HeartTox model to calculate the AUC with liver- and
kidney-toxic compounds and using the KidneyTox model to
calculate the AUC with liver- and heart-toxic compounds.
Figure 10 shows that the AUC of the LiverTox model was
elevated for liver-toxic compounds and low for heart- and
kidney-toxic compounds and that the AUCs of the HeartTox
and KidneyTox models behaved similarly. The low oﬀ-target

Figure 8. Performance of human organ injury prediction models
trained with and without false positive samples. Bar heights indicate
mean AUC values of 500 runs with randomly selected training and test
set samples. Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation.

the organ-toxicity models trained with and without false
positives, as assessed by the mean AUC values from 500 runs
with randomly selected samples in the training and test sets.
The impact of including false positives was negligible on model
performance. The Bayesian model performed robustly because
the chemical genomic signatures of the positive compounds
shared a number of up- and down-regulated genes, whereas
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the score distribution of organ-toxic compounds was diﬀerent
from that of the baseline compounds, with high scores
indicative of potential toxicity. The normalized distributions
overlapped to some degree for all three models; the largest
overlap occurred for the KidneyTox model. To some extent,
this normalization conceals the presence of baseline compounds that score within the range of most toxic compounds.
To evaluate baseline compounds with high scores, we sorted
them by their scores. We excluded compounds without brand
or generic names because information on organ toxicity in
humans is unavailable for most such compounds. The
remaining compounds were drugs or dietary supplements.
We hypothesized that if a drug or supplement has the potential
to cause organ injury in humans and has been on the market for
a suﬃcient time, then case reports and investigations that
associate the compound with organ toxicity could exist.
Therefore, we searched the literature by using the names of
compounds and organ injuries as keywords.
Tables 3−5 show the highest-scoring drugs or supplements
of the baseline set along with relevant literature citations. Table

Figure 10. Model performance, as measured by AUC values, of human
organ injury prediction models to identify compounds that induce
speciﬁc human organ injuries.

AUCs indicate that the models predict organ-speciﬁc toxicities
rather than a general toxic response.
3.2.5. Reports of High-Scoring Baseline Drugs Associated
with Organ Injuries in Humans. To further assess the
performance of the toxicity models, we examined baseline
compounds with the highest scores (eq 4, Materials and
Methods) to gauge whether the models could provide
prospective predictions. We developed our ﬁnal models by
using all drugs known to cause organ injury as the positive
training samples and all other compounds as the baseline
training samples. We used the models to calculate scores for all
compounds and plotted their distribution. Figure 11 shows that

Table 3. Highest Scoring Baseline Drugs or Dietary
Supplements in a Model of Chemical-Induced Interstitial
Nephritis (KidneyTox) with Relevant Literature Reports of
Links between the Compounds and Interstitial Nephritis
name

LINCS ID

score

relevant literature

huperzine-a
sibutramine
retinol
xaliproden
tienilic acid
diltiazem

BRD-K45888792
BRD-A23359898
BRD-K22429181
BRD-K88358234
BRD-K34098590
BRD-A69636825

38.1
36.7
32.5
32.1
31.2
30.7

N/A
32
N/A
N/A
39
40

3 shows that the baseline drugs and dietary supplements with
the highest interstitial nephritis (KidneyTox) scores were
huperzine-A, sibutramine, retinol, xaliproden, tienilic acid, and
diltiazem. The score for huperzine-A (38.1) was higher than the
scores of 80% of the positives in the training set of the
interstitial nephritis model (Figure 11, top panel). Huperzine-A
is a naturally occurring sesquiterpene alkaloid found in the
extracts of the ﬁrmoss Huperzia serrate.31 It is available in the
U.S. as a nutraceutical and is currently being investigated as a
possible treatment for diseases characterized by neurodegeneration, including Alzheimer’s disease. We found no link between
huperzine-A and interstitial nephritis. Reports of its adverse
eﬀects may be limited because this nutraceutical, which is not a
drug approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(ADA), is infrequently prescribed by physicians.
The compound with the next highest interstitial nephritis
score was sibutramine, a drug used to treat obesity. We
identiﬁed a case report of chronic interstitial nephritis
associated with the Chinese herbal supplement Zi Xiu Tang
Bee Pollen.32 The report describes at least one other case of bee
pollen associated with acute interstitial nephritis, and a 2010
FDA study found hidden drug ingredients, in particular
sibutramines, in this herbal supplement. The case reports,
coupled with a particularly high interstitial nephritis score,
support an association between interstitial nephritis and
sibutramine.
Our literature search revealed no association between
interstitial nephritis and retinol or xaliproden. Retinol, also
known as vitamin A, is an important vitamin whose deﬁciency

Figure 11. Histograms of toxicity scores for known toxic and baseline
compounds in the three organ injury prediction models developed in
this study.
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Table 4. Highest Scoring Baseline Drugs in a Model of Chemical-Induced Long QT Syndrome (HeartTox) with Relevant
Literature Reports of Links between the Compounds and Long QT Syndrome
name

LINCS ID

score

relevant literature

sertraline
promazine
triﬂuoperzaine
perphenazine
mibefradil

BRD-K82036761
BRD-K06980535
BRD-K89732114
BRD-K10995081
BRD-K09549677

38.1
31.2
28.8
26.1
25.4

N/A
http://factmed.com/report-PROMAZINE%20HYDROCHLORIDE-causing-LONG%20QT%20SYNDROME.php
42
43
44

components in oral contraceptives. The incidence of liver
cholestasis due to oral contraceptives is low in Western Europe
(approximately 1 in 10,000) but as high as 1 in 4,000 in Chile
and Scandinavia.45 In addition, case reports have speciﬁcally
associated norethisterone with liver cholestasis.46,47 A study of
1,267 people who experienced side eﬀects while taking
levonorgestrel, based on FDA and social media reports, found
10 cases with intrahepatic cholestasis (http://www.ehealthme.
com/ds/levonorgestrel/intrahepatic%20cholestasis/). The high
liver cholestasis scores of these compounds suggest that
progestational hormones may be responsible for women
developing this condition while taking oral contraceptives.
Danazol and testosterone are anabolic steroids; danazol has
been associated with liver cholestasis in multiple case
reports.48−50 Many reports link structurally modiﬁed testosterone with multiple human liver diseases (http://livertox.nlm.nih.
gov/AndrogenicSteroids.htm) including liver cholestasis.51
However, structurally unmodiﬁed testosterone is not orally
bioavailable to humans. This may explain why we did not ﬁnd
case reports associating cholestasis with testosterone itself. The
only top-scoring drug for which our search found no
association to liver cholestasis was ﬂubendazole, an antihelmintic used by veterinarians for protection against parasites
and worms in dogs and cats.
Although a case report of a drug associated with an organ
injury should not be considered as proof of a causal
relationship, the high percentage of high-scoring drugs linked
to reports of relevant organ injuries is consistent with our
models to predict chemical-induced organ injuries.

Table 5. Highest Scoring Baseline Drugs in a Model of
Chemical-Induced Human Liver Cholestasis (LiverTox)
with Relevant Literature Reports of Links between the
Compounds and Human Liver Cholestasis
name

LINCS ID

score

relevant literature

norethisterone
ﬂubendazole
danazol
levonorgestrel
testosterone

BRD-K92073408
BRD-K86003836
BRD-K48970916
BRD-K35189033
BRD-A55393291

33.2
33.1
31.4
29.6
29.5

46
N/A
50
45
N/A

is a public health problem in preschool-age children of
developing countries and a leading cause of preventable
childhood blindness and many other health issues.33,34 Vitamin
A is also known for its acute toxicity; it is potentially
teratogenic,35 and diets high in vitamin A are associated with
an increased risk of hip fracture in postmenopausal women.36
For this reason, dietary supplements either contain low doses of
vitamin A, or more commonly contain provitamin A (βcarotene), which is converted into vitamin A in human
intestinal cells.37 β-Carotene is a safe source because its
intestinal conversion to vitamin A decreases as its oral dose
increases.38 This may limit the chance of renal injury due to
exposure to high levels of vitamin A.
We also found reports of tienilic acid and diltiazem
associated with interstitial nephritis. In these cases, one patient
taking tienilic acid developed acute renal failure due to acute
allergic interstitial nephritis,39 and another developed acute
interstitial nephritis soon after the administration of diltiazem.40
Table 4 shows the baseline drugs with the highest HeartTox
scores. Sertraline, the highest-scoring compound, does not
cause long QT syndrome at approved doses and is an
alternative to other antidepressants with long QT concerns.
There are case reports of all other drugs in Table 4 linked to
long QT syndrome. For instance, an analysis of data in the
FDA adverse drug event reporting system, between January
2004 and October 2012, revealed that three individuals taking
promazine hydrochloride reported long QT syndrome (http://
factmed.com/report-PROMAZINE%20HYDROCHLORIDEcausing-LONG%20QT%20SYNDROME.php). A widened
QRS interval and left ventricular systolic depression have also
been reported after propafenone and promazine exposure.41
Many reports suggest that triﬂuoperazine is associated with a
risk of developing long QT syndrome.42 Long QT syndrome
has also been attributed to perphenazine43 and mibefradil
usage.44
For compounds with the potential to induce liver cholestasis
(LiverTox), Table 5 shows that the highest scoring baseline
drugs were norethisterone, ﬂubendazole, danazol, levonorgestrel, and testosterone, with scores of 33.2, 33.1, 31.4, 29.6, and
29.5, respectively. Among these, the progestational hormones
norethisterone and levonorgestrel are two of the main

■

SUMMARY
In this study, we evaluated the feasibility of predicting chemicalinduced human organ injuries from chemical-induced genomewide expression changes in cultured human cells. We used a
large amount of publicly available transcriptional data derived
from chemical treatment of a prostate cancer cell line to create
gene expression signatures for nearly 15,000 compounds. We
then used these signatures to develop models that predict
human organ injury. The results of detailed cross-validation
calculations indicated that the models were robust with respect
to false positives and false negatives in the training data and
could predict organ-speciﬁc injuries. We also performed a
literature search of drugs that were not used as toxic
compounds in training the models but predicted by the models
to have injury-inducing potential. The search identiﬁed multiple
case reports that linked these drugs with the relevant predicted
human injuries. Thus, our study demonstrated the feasibility of
using in vitro cell-based experiments to predict the potential of a
chemical to cause human organ injuries.
This study relied on validating our predictions with
independently generated in vivo toxicity data collected from
many studies. The availability of human toxicity data is a crucial
requirement for developing robust toxicity prediction models
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that can bridge the divide between in vitro or animal data and
human data. Thus, we strongly recommend that such data be
made readily available for general use by the community.
We also showed that our approach must overcome some
practical challenges. The ﬁrst is the requirement of a large
number of biological replicates to generate reliable chemical
genomic signatures. Given the cost of genomic sequencing
techniques, acquiring transcriptome data for a large number of
samples remains prohibitively expensive. Consequently, most
published studies use only a few biological replicates for each
sample. Our analysis indicates that with insuﬃcient replicates,
many genomic studies could be contaminated with high false
discovery rates.
The second is the issue of how to estimate the degree of
chemical exposure, which we did not address here. Bioavailability is not an issue in the LINCS data, which were generated
by directly applying chemicals to human cancer cells. However,
the human response to chemical exposure depends on both the
pharmacokinetic proﬁle of the chemical and its ability to
activate molecular toxicity pathways at speciﬁc sites (organs or
tissues) in the body. If a chemical is not easily absorbed by the
human body, is readily metabolized or excreted once absorbed,
or both, its likelihood of causing human organ injury is low
even if it potently activates molecular toxicity pathways in vitro.
The approach developed here predicts only the intrinsic
potential of a chemical to cause human organ injuries. On the
other hand, because a multitude of factors determine the
bioavailability of industrial chemicals to humans, we will need
to develop models of chemical exposure and combine the
modeling results with predictions based on chemical genomic
signatures to reliably assess human responses to chemical
exposure.
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